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Cookie Chef Hat - English

Cookie Chef Hat
As fun to make, as they are to wear!

Introduction
Girl Scouts will want to dress the part as cookie recipe developers 
and cookie tasters.  Plus, what could be more fun than to make 
your chef hat in your favorite Girl Scout cookie box color?  Girls 
will want to wear their hats as they move on to the Cookie Tasting 
Activity and the Cookie Recipe Development Activity at a Rally or 
Troop Meeting.  Be sure to give girls the opportunity to showcase 
their creativity wearing their hats and a lab coat in a group photo!   

Supplies:
All you need is pre-cut poster board and tissue paper for girls to construct 
their own hats.  Or, to simplify this activity for a larger rally, you can 
purchase plain white paper hats in bulk for girls to decorate.
�   Poster board (cut into 28” x 3 1/2” strips - 1 per girl) 
        Note: each 22” x 28” poster board cuts into 6 strips.
�   Tissue paper (in cookie colors suich as green, red, 
         purple, orange or blue) 1 per girl.
�   Cookie Clip Art (included below) 1 sheet per girl
�   Scissors (to cut out cookie pictures)
�   Glue (to glue on cookie pictures)
�   Markers  (to decorate the hats)
�   Tape and/or Staplers (to attach tissue to poster board)  (if you use 
        staplers, make sure to have several available)
�    One set of cookie boxes.

Girls grow their cookie knowledge, as they tap into their creative side to make their very own 
cookie chef hat! 

Instructions:  
1.  Place the cookie boxes on display.  Suggest to girls that when they are 
running a business (like their cookie business) how important it is to know all 
about the product that they are selling.  Present each cookie variety, describ-
ing the cookie and making note of the color associated with each box.
2. Allow each girl to select a piece of tissue paper, suggesting that they select 
the color of the their favorite cookie box.  At the same time, provide each girl 
with one sheet of cookie clip art and one poster board strip. 
 3.  Invite girls to cut out the cookie pictures to use as hat decorations.
 4. Next, show girls how to take their poster board strip and fit it around their 
heads to determine their hat band size.  Mark where the band overlaps.  Then 
lay the strip out flat, and place a large “X” through the area that will be hidden 
when assembled.  The remaining area is available to be decorated.

3.
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Rally Tip:
For a larger rally or to simplify this activity, purchase bulk paper chef hats for girls to decorate 
(in place of making them from the poster board and tissue paper).

Instructions (continued):  
5.  Invite girls to decorate their hat bands, gluing cookie pictures 
to their bands and using markers to add additional creative 
touches.
6. Using tape or staples, secure the hat band in a circle, to the size 
marked in Step 4.  
7.  Demonstrate how girls can take their sheet of tissue paper, and 
using tape or staples, secure it to the inside of the hat band.  This 
is a great time for teamwork.  Girls may want to work in pairs or 
groups to accomplish this, especially younger girls.
8.  Try on your new chef hat to transform yourself into a chef, a 
food scientist or a cookie taster!  Be sure to capture a group 
photo!

5.

7.



Cookie Clip Art
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